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Please use current edition of the
IDM on INDOT website and
read it very well.
Stay updated on Design Memos for 
intermittent small revisions.
If you have questions or need 
clarifications, you may e-mail:
DesignManualinquiries@indot.IN.gov
Just a reminder that Many Things are considered in the Interchange 
Alternatives Evaluation and Alternative Selection Process
Interchange Type Selection 
(see IDM Ch48-2.0) 
What drives an Interchange 
Configuration Decision?
Good Interchange Design 
General Accommodations:
Compatibility with the surrounding 
highway system
Traffic Operations Exits and Entrances are all on the right 
side
Level of Service for each interchange 
element; Route Continuity
Safety Each Interchange has a single exit point 
for each freeway direction
Operational characteristics Construction Cost Where two exits occur the first exit is for 
right-turn and the second for left-turn
Road user impacts and Driver 
Expectancy
Right-of-way Exiting drivers can re-enter the freeway 
at the same interchange
Geometric Design Environmental and Socio-economic 
effects
Exits are in advance of the crossroad
Construction and maintenance costs;
Potential for stage construction
Context – Urban Core / Urban / 
Suburban / Rural
Drivers in the right through (basic) lane 
can exit with one or no lane-change
Right-of-way impacts and availability Ease of Operation, Signability, and 
Accommodating Driver Expectancy
Drivers in the left most ramp lane can 
enter with one or no lane-change
Environmental impacts and Potential 
growth of surrounding are
Upgradability - flexibility and ability to 
accommodate future expansion(s)
Multi-modal accommodations; Others
Our focus this hour will be on Final Design Geometric Elements at 
Service Interchanges and the Common Issues observed from our 
design reviews and as they relate to IDM Chapter 48. 
Ramps function as transition roadways
Between roads with ranges 
of speeds
–high speed to low speed
–low speed to high speed










“applies to the sharpest 
or controlling ramp 
curve on the ramp 
proper closest to the 
freeway-ramp junction.  
These speeds do not 
pertain at or near the 
ramp at-grade terminal”
Lots of Info so read
very carefully
Ramp Design Speeds
Ramp Design Speeds – “Context”
Chicago, IL (I-94/I-290)
• 50 mph mainline




• 70 mph mainline speeds
• Drivers expect to operate at 
higher speeds
• Right-of-way is available, and 
generally less expensive
25:1 Taper for the ramp
and the Painted Gore 
Only for Mainline on a
Tangential Alignment
50:1 Taper for the ramp lane width
Transition and the Painted Gore from
the 2’ Dimension to the painted nose
Does Not Apply for Mainline
on a Curved Alignment
DESIGN EXAMPLE WITH SEVERAL ISSUES:
EXAMPLE DRAWING WITH SOLUTIONS – 1a:
EXAMPLE DRAWING WITH SOLUTIONS – 1b:
DESIGN EXAMPLE WITH MORE ISSUES:
EXAMPLE DRAWING WITH SOLUTIONS – 2:
Safety concerns regarding truck 
operations on loop ramps 
• Under certain conditions, trucks 
will roll over before they skid
–Trucks with high centers of gravity
–Margin of safety for ‘f’ is therefore  
lower for trucks on loops or sharp 
curves
• Trucks on downgrade curves 
generate greater lateral friction 
(superelevation is not as 
effective)
Source: Harwood and Mason
Improving deceleration in advance 
of loop ramp
Provide barrier separation
Previous location of exit nose
Relocated exit nose
- Consider for Mainline with DS > 65mph and/or loop on a steep downgrade
- When “Low Range” Ramp DS is not met.  Shift the exit nose in advance of the crossroad
- Provides added deceleration distance in advance of loop
- Will require a longer span bridge or a wider bridge (if crossroad under)
Consider profiles, visibility of exit gore and 
ramp in locating ramps 
Shift location of gore nose 
upstream and lengthen ramp
Poor Design: Source - ITE Freeway and Interchange GDH – Insufficient sight  
distance to ramp location and queued traffic along ramp, and a steep downgrade
              
Consider profiles, visibility of exit gore and 
ramp in locating ramps
Improved Design: Source - ITE Freeway and Interchange GDH (modified) -
Longer ramp provides increased decision sight distance to exit gore and stopping 
sight distance to back of queue along with flatter grades for deceleration 
Still need to provide a sufficiently long ramp proper.
Also, make sure to check accel. length from beginning of 
ramp.  Especially if the freeway goes over the cross-road.
Even in Indiana, could easily
exceed 3% grades.  The example
in this figure is for accel. length from
controlling curve at ramp (closest
to freeway-ramp junction).  
Don’t forget to check the grades
along the ramp proper.  Please make 
required adjustments to increase
length and/or flatten grades. 
Be very careful when trying
to reduce ramp length even
if the table allows it.  It needs
to be balanced with other needs
(i.e., sufficient length to maintain
good geometrics, storage for queuing
at off-ramps, merge area at
beginning of on-ramps, etc.).
Try to maintain Min. 1,000’ ramp
proper length (especially when
Mainline DS>65mph).
Check with Corridor Development Group before using.  Very conservative truck accel. 
values.  Note that L gets a lot longer (close to 600’ ) from Hwy DS=65 mph to 70mph.
Min. values easily attained if IDM Exit Ramp Designs are used.
Still need to provide a sufficiently long ramp proper.
Even if Mainline Shoulder Width is 12’
Out-to-out Width at Gore nose 
to be 20’ wide Unless:
-Wider at System Interchanges
-Wider for Loop ramps
-Really Special Condition
IDM Section 48-5.06: 
“Prorated curved tapers 
required along curved 
mainline…..”
For a superelevated mainline -
much easier to comply with and 
to provide for smoother 
transitions when prorated curved 
tapers are provided at the 
freeway-ramp junction
What if the Mainline Shoulder
Width is 12’?
Similarly:
If with 12’ Mainline shoulder,
do the 12’ to 10’ right shoulder
width transition as in here.

 Lane Configuration Examples at Approach to At-grade Ramp Terminal
 Consult with INDOT Central Office Traffic Engineering
Horizontal Alignment remains smooth and in between the lanes (using Method 5 of 
superelevation).  A lane is added fully to the right or to the left (or both) sides as needed.
Superelevation tables for emax = 6% or 4% may be used for this curve 
PRORATED CURVED TAPERS – “HOW-TO” EXAMPLE
ROTATED PRORATED CURVED TAPER – EXAMPLE
• Could be used on flatter curves where the error is insignificant
• A quick way of getting a prorated taper specially when the taper
is on a partial curve/partial tangent
• Be very careful when using prorated curved tapers on Multi-lane
ramps (such as on the Taper Type Exit with Option Lane)
- Specially on tighter curves, will require a special design treatment
Plan Development
Design Guidance for Plan Development
• Guidance in the Design 
Manual for plan 
development is very 
limited for interchanges.
• The Design Manual from 
1971 has the only 
details for interchange 
components.
Design Guidance
Shows no horizontal 
curve data, design 
speeds, existing 
ground line, ditch 
grades, etc.
Ramp Profile Sheet










• IDM gives discretion on scales to use 
on the typical sections.
• Try to use same scale for all typical 
sections….avoid clutter.
• Location of profile grade and point of 
rotation  need to be identified






• IDM Chapter 14 provides directives:
– For the compilation of plan and detail sheets.
– Provides required elements for each stage of plan 
development.





– Meet expectations of INDOT and contractors
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